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The Changing Arctic Climate:  
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Photo: www.easterbrook.ca 
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Outline: 
 
 
• Brief overview of observed changes in Arctic Climate 

 
• Models that provide quantitative information for adaptation 

decisions and plans (in principle) 
 

• Some issues that arise in constructing and applying 
climate change scenarios from climate model output 
 

• Some possible research directions that would bridge the 
gap between climate models and adaptation planning 
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Introduction 

Climate change is occurring more rapidly in the Arctic than elsewhere, and this is 

projected to continue. There is clearly a need to adapt to these changes, and hence a 

need for scientifically credible information upon which to base adaptation planning. 

 

Global, 0.8oC  

Canadian Arctic, 2.2oC  
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Of course, warming is just one aspect of climate change, and many 

other changes are underway … 
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Snow melt date at Barrow, Alaska … 
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The changes that have been observed make it relatively easy to convince 
people than more changes will come. But how much? How fast? 
 
For that we have increasingly sophisticated global climate models … 

The Canadian Earth System Model, 
CanESM, is an example … 
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From which we can produce quantitative projections of future climate … 

Source: IPCC AR5 
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So I thought we (climate modellers) were doing a good job … 

Results like this are communicated in various ways, including the IPCC’s 
influential assessment reports. 
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But then I was tasked with developing improved means of 
providing climate information and scenarios to users, a 
component of ‘climate services’. 
 
 
And I was confronted by the sometimes profound gap between 
information needed by users, and the information we are 
currently able to provide. 
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I think there are four main issues: 
 
 
 

1. The kind of information we can provide is often not what users need. 
 

2. The spatial scale we provide is often not suitable. 
 

3. The temporal scale is likewise often not suitable. 
 

4. There is often a lack of trust or confidence in the information we 

provide. 

…of course this just reflects my perspective, as a new 
entrant to the scenarios and climate services field … 
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1. Mismatch in the kind of information provided ... 

Climate Change Scenarios are generally constructed from climate 
model output, and attempt to convey plausible, internally-
consistent, time-evolving characterizations of future climate.  
 
They also attempt to convey some aspects of the associated 
uncertainty. 
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So, information we can provide with some confidence, like 
projected sea-ice concentration, is probably not that important. 
 
 
But information we are less confident in, like wave height, storm 
frequency and intensity, upper ocean mixing, etc.,  may be much 
more useful. 
 
 
So in some sense, we can provide what the don’t need and can’t 
provide what they do need. 
 
 

And as it turns out, the main thing driving 
decisions in this case is the price of oil … 
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In many cases where users require information that is not 
explicitly computed by a climate model.  
 
They might be better served by some derived climate ‘index’ that 
is more relevant to their particular activity. 
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Ice-road trucking … need to know how long the season will be. 
 
Obviously this is not an explicit model output, but freezing and 
thawing degree days may be the basis of an informative index. 

www.polarknowledge.ca 
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Figures courtesy of Alaska Department of Natural Resources- Division of Mining, Land & Water.  

However, adaptation continues to change the situation … 
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2. Mismatch in spatial scale ... 

Many impacts involve quantities that are not well resolved (if at 
all) in global climate models, and so some kind of ‘downscaling’ is 
often needed.  
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Example: ‘Navigability Index’  
 
Defined as a year in which there 
are 8 consecutive weeks with ice 
concentration less than 60% and 
ice thickness less than 1m (based 

on estimates of commercial ship 
capabilities). 

 
(Sou and Flato, J. Climate, 2009) 

1970-1989 

2041-2060 

https://www.cbc.ca 
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3. Mismatch in temporal scale ... 

Much of the information provided by the usual climate change 
scenarios is monthly or seasonal averages. While this often useful 
guidance, for many applications average values are not helpful. 
 
In many cases, variability, extremes, and other ‘high frequency’ 
information is needed. 
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Examples include blizzards, white-outs, 
rain-on-snow or melt-refreeze events … 

… or the breakup of landfast ice 
which has important safety 
implications. 

Photo: jenniferprovencher.com 

http://ronwassink.blogspot.ca/2013/02/arctic-blizzard-shuts-down-iqaluit.htm 
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Addressing the above gaps requires better definition of the 
particular information type that would be relevant to each user. 
 
In principle, this could be done … models typically operate with 
~30 minute time steps. 
 
 
BUT 
 
It requires careful evaluation of model results to determine how 
much confidence we have in these results. 
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This brings me finally to: 
 
4. The confidence issue... 

For many of the quantities users are interested in, we have either: 
 
 - not evaluated model results  
 
 - limited ability to evaluate model results (e.g. limited data) 
 
 - no ability to say how reliable the projections are 
 
 
 

What would be ideal is some ‘metric’ of model performance that 
indicated how reliable a model is for a particular application. 
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IPCC AR5, SPM 

Full CMIP5 ensemble mean 

Subset based on historical  
performance 

 
This was tried in the IPCC AR5 for Arctic sea-ice extent, based on a 
paper by Massonnet et al. (2012). 
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Figure prepared by Neil Swart, CCCma 

However, internal variability thwarts such efforts … 

DRAFT 
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• Scientific literature tends to highlight uncertainty; whereas 
users want clear guidance. 
 

• We have an obligation to provide scientifically-credible 
information, that users can comprehend, but we have to 
carefully quantify and communicate confidence/uncertainty 
so that: 
 

– we don’t make overconfident statements, yet, 
 

– we don’t give the impression that we don’t know anything. 

 
 

 

This leads to a communication challenge … 
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Summary 

 

 

- As a climate modeller, I used to think we were doing a good job of 

providing quantitative information about future climate. And in some 

respects, we are … 

 

- However, in dealing more with climate scenarios, climate services, and 

users, I have come to appreciate some of the barriers to effective 

information transfer. 

 

- I see issues in: 

- The ‘kind’ of information we provide vs what is really needed. 

- The mismatch in spatial and temporal scales. 

- The lack of robust measures of ‘reliability’ of climate information, 

and the resulting communication challenges. 
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Some areas in which progress could/should be made: 

 

 

- More active engagement with user communities to go beyond 

identifying ‘needs’, and focus more specifically on information products 

(e.g. indices, proxies, etc.) that are better suited to a particular impact 

study or decision-making process. 

 

- Focused work on characterizing/quantifying the ‘reliability’ of model 

results for particular applications. This is a challenging research topic. 

 

- Ongoing improvement in the way we communicate climate model 

results and scenarios to users, with a particular focus on being clear 

about what we can say with confidence. 
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Thank you 


